
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ANCIENT MYSTERIES OF IRELAND 

 
 

 

    

Day 1 

July 1, 2022 

Mike Ricksecker and Mysterious Adventures Tours Representatives will greet and meet you at the Cork 

Airport in the morning. From here, we will take a short trip to Blarney Castle. We then head to our 

hotel, the very spectral Maldron Hotel in Cork, where we will share a celebratory welcome dinner.   

Day 2 

 July 2, 2022 

In the morning we will jaunt over to Drombeg Stone Circle, if available, before visiting the ancient 

Desmond Castle. Built about 1500, this Custom House spiritually preserves the tragedy when 54 

prisoners perished in a fire when it served as a French Prison. Our path will take us to another ancient 

structure, the very haunted Charles Fort Castle and indulge in its tragic love story.   

Day 3 

 July 3, 2022 

We will leave Cork and head out towards Cahir, to experience the incredibly spectral Cahir Castle. This 

will lead us onto another adventure to explore the Swiss Cottage and the Rock of Cashel. We will end 

our night checking into the Tullamore Court Hotel  

Day 4 

 July 4, 2022 

Today we will have the morning off. You may wish to explore the town of Tullamore more with some 

shopping or taking in some other historical sites. We do ask you to save your energy for we will be 

doing a night paranormal investigation of the Charleville Castle.   

Day 5 

 July 5, 2022 

After a good Irish Breakfast at the Tullamore Court Hotel, we will hit the road for our dazzling 

destination of the Kilkenny Castle. Afterwards, will may do a bit of shopping here in the town of 

Kilkenny, and do an overnight at the breathtaking ancient town of Clonmel.  

Day 6 

 July 6, 2022 

We’ll spend the morning in the coastal town of Youghal, later taking a boat ride to another spine 

chilling ghost hunt (sleep with ghosts) overnight at Spike Island Prison Park, Ireland’s own Alcatraz!  

Day 7 

 July 7, 2022 

Sleepy eyes will wake up in the prison to share our ghostly experiences the night before! We will take a 

boat ride back to Cork City and visit the Jameson Distillery Midleton and the Kindred Spirits Chactaw 

Native Monument. At dusk, we will take in a local Cork Ghost Tour to explore more haunted secrets. 

Day 8 

 July 8, 2022 

Prepare yourself to spend the day in the most notoriously haunted castle in Ireland, Leap Castle. The 

day will be filled with music, as the owner Sean Ryan, is a folk musician! Be ready to experience the 

haunts of this notorious ancient 12th century majestic property. 

Day 9 

 July 9, 2022 

Today we bid slán to a most unforgettable experience in a magical land. With hugs, new memories and 

farewells from new friends, you will be escorted to Cork Airport. “Go dtí go mbuailfimid le chéile arís!” 
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Mike Ricksecker  

Follow Mike Ricksecker to the ancient and mystical land of 

Ireland, where he will lead us with his expertise as one of the 

strongest influencers in the Paranormal / Supernatural field.  

As an author of multiple books, including A Walk In the Shadows: 

A Complete Guide To Shadow People, the historic paranormal 

books Ghosts of Maryland, Ghosts and Legends of Oklahoma, 

Campfire Tales: Midwest, Ghostorian Case Files, and the 

Encounters with the Paranormal series, Mike has inherited much 

credibility, authority and accomplishments in the industry. 

Haunted Road Media is also his own paranormal and supernatural book publishing and 

video production company representing a number of paranormal authors. In 2019, Mike  

won the award for Excellent Media In the Paranormal Field at the Shockfest Film Festival. 

He has appeared on multiple television shows and programs as a paranormal historian, 

including Animal Planet's The Haunted, Travel Channel's The Alaska Triangle, Bio Channel's 

My Ghost Story, and RenTV's (Russia) Mysteries of Mankind, Fox 5 News (Washington DC), 

Fox 25 News (Oklahoma City), ABC 3 News (Virginia Beach), Coast-to-Coast AM with George 

Noory. Mike has and currently produces his own Internet shows including Ghosts and 

Legends, Paranormal Roads, Beyond the Shadows and Friday Night Ghost Frights. 

With nearly 30 years of involvement in the paranormal field, Mike serves as an 

accomplished and highly respected paranormal investigator and "Ghostorian" with Society 

of the Haunted. He regularly travels to speak about supernatural phenomenon and writing. 
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Trace our steps… 
               This trip will combine all the 

wonders and mystical ancient 

mysteries of Ireland. We will 

cover over ten centuries of 

historical remnants that have 

left behind multitudes of 

ethereal spiritual entities.  

               To see this map in full format, 

please CLICK HERE, and follow 

our steps to the ancient Ireland.  

 
    Where we will stay… 
 

Maldron Hotel Cork 
Formerly known as the North 

Infirmary Hospital, a war-time 

infirmary, this building carries much 

historical turmoil and dark secrets, 

serving the wounded, sick and dying as 

far back as 1720. The hotel’s work-out 

center is partially built on the site 

where a morgue used to be, setting 

the stage for incredible supernatural 

activity. Here folks have experienced 

apparitions and poltergeist activity. 

The third floor and gym is said to be 

the most active in this converted 

property.   |MORE INFO| 

. 
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Blarney Castle 
Around 1210, a wooden property 

was replaced by this grand stone 

fortification. Today, the Castle 

displays a partial ruin, with some 

accessible rooms and battlements. 

At the top of the castle lies Blarney 

Stone where visitors kiss in order to 

receive the gift of eloquent speech. 

Due to its rich history, listen closely, 

for you may hear the disembodied 

voices and footsteps that lurks this 

estate. |MORE INFO| 

 

 

Drombeg Stone Circle 
The origins of Drombeg is thought 

to date back around the Bronze 

Age, about 3,000 years ago. It is 

one of the finest set in Ireland and 

one of the most popular due to  

its picturesque settings. The site 

has long been imbued with folklore 

and mythology, with the large 

recumbent stone being called ‘The 

Druid’s Altar’, where a psychic once 

claimed to have seen children being 

sacrificed by Druid priests on this 

stone.  |MORE INFO| 
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Desmond Castle 
Constructed in the 1500’s as the 

town’s Custom House, the  

Desmond Castle was the site of 

many failed assaults and executions 

by the English Forces.  

It also served as a prison, holding 

French, Spanish and even Americans 

during the 18th.  A fire led to the 

perishing of 54 prisoners. In the 

1840’s it became a work house 

during the great famine in Ireland.   

|MORE INFO| 
 
 
 

Charles Fort Castle 
Completed in 1682, the Charles Fort 

was constructed to serve as a 

bastion fort.  At the turn of the 17th 

century, a wedding and three 

funerals combine to author a chilling 

tragedy. Charles Fort is where three 

lives were lost. From this it has 

endowed incredible energy upon its 

walls. Wilful Warrender's phantom, 

better known as the "Lady in White" 

prowls the halls and grounds crying 

her grief.  |MORE INFO| 
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Cahir Castle 
Constructed in 1142, the castle  

was positioned on and near an 

earlier native fortification. It is one 

of the largest castles in Ireland, 

sitting on an island in the River  

Suir.  In 1981 it was used as a 

location for a battle scene in the  

film Excalibur. A phantom of an  

older Welsh gentleman, has been 

seen by several unsuspecting 

visitors. In fact, one had an  

extensive and engaging conversation 

with this ghost!    |MORE INFO| 

 

Swiss Cottage 
Built in 1817, this beautiful and 

romantic cottage is believed to have 

been designed by the great architect 

John Nash for the 1st Earl of Glengall 

and his wife Emily Jeffreys of Blarney 

Castle. Despite this, the cottage was 

never used as a residence. Its 

purpose was for entertaining guests, 

enjoying picnics and parties during 

the summer months. Some say, it 

was a secret love nest for the Earl! 

|MORE INFO| 
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Rock of Cashel 
This is one of Ireland's (and the 

worlds) most impressive and 

important ancient medieval site. 

According to local mythology, the 

Rock of Cashel originated in the 

Devil's Bit, a mountain 20 miles 

north of Cashel, formed when  

St. Patrick banished Satan from  

a cave. It is also said that this is 

where St. Patrick, in the 5th 

century, did the first Christian 

conversion, baptizing King Angus 

(King of Munster).    |MORE INFO| 
 

 

Charleville Castle 
Constructed in 1798, over 14 years, 

the land that the castle was built  

on was originally an ancient 

monastery and/or a sacred Druid 

site over a thousand years ago. This 

majestic castle is beginning to be 

known as the most haunted in 

Ireland, with good reasons. Listen 

carefully, the silence of the early 

hours is sometimes shattered by 

the playful glee of children enjoy a 

spectral game of what was once the 

nursery.    |MORE INFO| 
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Kilkenny Castle 
Constructed in 1195, this twelfth 

century castle is full of mysteries  

and history. Kilkenny Castle is a 

medieval hotbed of haunted activity.  

The main phantom that lurks these 

halls the "White Lady". She is said to 

wander, lost and lonely, through the 

castle corridors and gardens, 

occasionally appearing on a staircase 

and in the garden. A legend says this 

ghost (or perhaps others) ensure  

that no guest will have a restful night 

within the castle.    |MORE INFO| 
 

Spike Island Prison Park 
Spike Island is a place of mystery  

and magic that over the centuries  

has been used as a place of worship, 

defense, confinement, and 

punishment, plagued by the 

unsettling incidents of extreme 

mortality and tragedy.  A Specter 

known as the “White Woman”  

haunts the island and the  

perimeter walls are guarded by a 

phantom soldier staring through 

black hollows where his eyes once 

were.    |MORE INFO| 
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Jameson Distillery 
Midleton 
Here we will hunt spirits of a  

different type to calm our  

heightened thrills. First opened in  

1780, Dublin was the center of  

Ireland’s Whiskey production. Then  

it was called The Steins Family Bow 

Street Distillery. It permanently  

changed its name to Jameson  

Distillery when a Scotsman John 

Jameson stepped off the boat onto 

Ireland. He made this the world’s 

number one whiskey, changing the  

Irish whiskey business forever.   

|MORE INFO| 
 

Kindred Spirits Choctaw  
This stunning monument called 

“Kindred Spirits”, was recently installed 

to honor an event from An Gorta Mór, 

The Great Hunger, (Irish famine of 

1845-1849) in 1847, the Native 

American tribe Choctaw Nation  

donated a sizable sum of money for 

famine relief. Their hope was to 

alleviate suffering during the most 

turbulent demographic change in 

modern European history.   

|MORE INFO| 
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Cork Ghost Tour 
Cork’s unabashed connection  

with the supernatural and the 

spiritual is unrivaled! A study by 

the AA in Ireland found that  

15.5% of Cork residents claim to 

have witnessed a supernatural 

occurrence (or, in layman’s  

terms, seen a ghost).  This far 

exceeds any other county in 

Ireland! The Cork Ghost Tour  

will escort us to the best spots in 

this spooktacular city!  |MORE INFO| 
 

Leap Castle 

Leap Castle is considered the most 

haunted of all in Europe! Fierce 

family feuds have plagued this 

15th-century castle. A brother 

turned against brother, killing him 

as he held Mass in the chapel. 

Centuries later a gruesome 

discovery of a dungeon filled with 

human bones, the remains of 

those imprisoned and executed in 

the castle. Several apparitions  

have been reported, including “It”, 

a small grey human figure with a 

skeletal face.    |MORE INFO| 
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You will not be able to find another haunted tour of Ireland that offers the intensity of experiences as this one! Not only is it packed 
full of history, mysteries and spectral tales, but it is escorted by one of the most respected paranormal influencers in the field, Mike 
Ricksecker. To bring this to the next level, we have included three extended paranormal investigations with (what many consider) 
some of the most haunted in the Emerald Island!   

⬧⬧⬧ THE COST ⬧⬧⬧ 

Advanced Booking Rate: $1995 per person (Double Occupancy) 

$500 Supplement for Single Traveler 
Deposit:  $100.00 

Interest Free Payment Plan is Available – Final/Full Payment Due:  05/01/22 
Limited to 26 Travelers 

⬧⬧⬧ PACKAGE INCLUDES ⬧⬧⬧ 

❖ Airport Transfers from Cork Airport 

❖ Accommodations for 7-Nights in a 4-Star Locally owned Hotels in Cork City and Tullamore.  

❖ Accommodations for 1-Night in haunted Spike Island Prison (with full paranormal investigation) 

❖ Eight Breakfasts 

❖ A Celebratory Farewell Dinner  (Alcoholic beverages not included) 

❖ Luxury Coach with Expert Drivers 

❖ Special Guest: Mike Ricksecker, leading us through Paranormal Investigations  

❖ Three Ghost Hunting Investigations 

❖ Fees into all venues and activities listed on the final itinerary 

❖ Native and Expert Secret Ireland Tour Guide 

❖ Use of Paranormal Investigation tools  (You may bring your own gear and protection tools) 

❖ Irish Musical entertainment during selected evenings 

❖ Snacks and soft drinks on the bus 

❖ Information of each location’s information, history and haunted stories.  

❖ Our signature “Secret” whimsical surprise 

❖ 24-Hour Emergency Customer Service while in Ireland 

❖ Hotel Porterage of one suitcase per person (when offered) 

❖ All taxes and charges associated with accommodation 

❖ Souvenir eBook when upon returning home 

⬧⬧⬧ PACKAGE EXCLUSIONS ⬧⬧⬧ 

❖ Round Trip Airfare (We will assist you to capture the best route and rates.) 

❖ Evening Meals or alcoholic beverages 

❖   Entry Fee’s into venues not on the final itinerary 

❖   Tips or Gratuities 
 

⬧⬧⬧ FEATURED GUEST ⬧⬧⬧ 

Mike Ricksecker   

With nearly 30 years of involvement in the paranormal, Mike serves as an accomplished 

author, publisher and respected Ghostorian (paranormal investigator) with the Society of 

the Haunted. Mike regularly travels to speak about supernatural phenomenon and 

writing.  
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Policies and Recommendations are offered for the purpose of assuring a safe, viable and quality tour package. There are limitations, obligations and 
responsibilities that we must make as Tour Operators to assure a most incredible experience at the most affordable package price.  
Please contact us at mysteriousadventurestours@gmail.com for more information, questions and/or clarification.  

❖ VERY IMPORTANT:  We request that Flights are not reserved until the Trip is confirmed, having met its minimum travelers requirements. . We cannot be 
responsible for air travel that is purchased without final tour confirmation.  You will receive direct communication from us to “BOOK YOUR AIR”! 

❖ Tours are expected to include walking (city and rural) among steep rough pathways, hills, steps, and historic mansions & castles with no/limited handicap 
access accommodations. To enjoy this tour safely, you should be in good health and able to walk reasonable distances, often over unpaved and uneven 
surfaces. Please be sure to bring apparel/footwear to accommodate for these circumstances.  

❖ Tours will occur during scheduled day/evening hours. Some areas are not well lit. Although flashlights will be available, you may wish to bring your own 
equipment.  

❖ All packages and tours are subject to availability of venues, celebrity escorts, tours, accommodations, tour leads, roads, and weather conditions at time of 
travel. We cannot be held responsible for changes beyond our control. Extreme conditions & unscheduled situations may warrant for changes in 
itineraries or dates. With this conditions, we will not be able to refund any deposits or payments applied towards the tour. This is why we encourage 
using Travel Insurance to protect you in these situations.  

❖ Travel Insurance is highly recommended. If you use our sponsored service, Travelex Insurance Services, it will facilitate transactions since they are aware 
of our trips and integrity of our work. Certainly, you may chose a vendor outside of this resource. If you choose to not purchase travel insurance you will 
need to sign an “Exclusion Waiver”. 

❖ Luggage on motor coach is limited to one baggage piece and small carry-ons. Porterage is included for stays in larger Castle Hotels. They are not available 
for smaller inns.  

❖ It is the responsibility of the traveler to arrive at a tour start meeting point as established in the specific trip itinerary. If there are meet-up issues, we will 
attempt to be of assistance, but cannot take the obligation of the cost for your personalized transfers to/from the airport. 

❖ Package Prices are based on Double Occupancy. Each standard tour of 24 traveler capacities will be limited to three single travelers There is a 
Supplementary Fee charged for single travelers. There is no discount for Triple rooms. Single/triple rooms are on request basis and subject to availability. 
They may not be available at all properties.  

❖ Payment Policies: 

•  To secure a tour package, a deposit must be received.  
o Deposits are not refundable.  
o “Soft Reservations” (reservation without deposit) may be cancelled due to limited inventory and high demand. Advanced notification will be 

given.  

• Interest Free Payment Plans are offered, but must meet the following requirements. The deposit payment is counted towards to reach these 
thresholds. 
o Within 4 months (120 days) of Tour Start Date:  30% of complete tour package must be paid 
o Within 3 months (90 days) of Tour Start Date:   60% of complete tour package must be paid. 
o Within 2 months (60 days) of Tour Start Date:  100% of complete tour package must be paid. 

❖ Event Cancellation are considered upon meeting the following standards: 

• Deposits are not refundable at any time, but do contribute to the following penalties: 

• Within 94-60 days prior to Tour Start Date:  30% of complete tour package 

• Within 61-31 days prior to Tour Start Date:  50% of complete tour package 

• Within 30-0 days prior to Tour Start Date:  100% of complete tour package 
❖ Gratuities and Service Charges: All local service charges are included on confirmed final itinerary items. Tips to your drive/chauffer/guides/special guests 

are not included and are at your discretion.  
❖ Government issued Travel Documentation (Passport, VISAs, etc.) are the responsibility of the traveler and not of Mysterious Adventures Tours. Failure to 

obtain these in a timely manner before travel start date, may lead to cancellation of trip with all fines to be paid by traveler.   
❖ Mysterious Adventures Tours, and its partners and associated ambassadors, have the right to refuse receiving a purchase agreement from any 

person/persons that is/are deemed not appropriate or fitting for the tour and its guests.  
❖ If a traveler’s behavior during the tour becomes incompatible with the safety, comfort or convenience of the other travelers/hosts, the Mysterious 

Adventures Tours has the exclusive right and discretion to expel from the tour at any time.  
❖ Smoking is not permitted in the hotel, its rooms, the buses, venues or other public spaces.  
❖ Please note that our tours may not be suitable for travelers under 18 years and may be included at the discretion of the parent/guardian and must be 

accompanied by their parent/guardian.  There are, at times, difficult paths that may be problematic with persons with physical limitations.  
❖ Responsibility/Liability: Payment of the trip itinerary constitutes consent of all Legal policies and terms and conditions described here. Neither the 

Operator nor any mentioned or unmentioned subagents/affiliates shall be held responsible for any personal injury, property damage or other loss a 
passenger incurs on any tour arising from acts or omissions by any air carrier, public transport company, hotel, car rental company, subcontractor or 
other person or organization, whether or not such company is rendering any services supplied on the tour.  

❖ All tickets and vouchers are issued and supplied subject to the foregoing and to any and all terms and conditions under which transportation and services 
are provided.  

❖ The tour Operator accepts no responsibility for losses or expenses due to delay or changes in schedules, flight cancellations or misconnections due to 
mechanical problems, sickness, quarantine, weather, acts of God, strikes, government actions, war, terrorism pandemic activity or other circumstances 
beyond its control. Passengers must bear all such losses or expenses.  

❖ Any devaluation or revaluation of currencies may affect published prices 
❖ Although these policies and recommendation offer conventional guidelines, they are not complete. They will be further governed by the location, hosts 

and current international conditions. Please refer to contracts & supplements that you will receive upon booking and inquiries. 
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